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Washington, D.C. 20549  
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TENDER OFFER STATEMENT UNDER SECTION 14(d)(1) OR 13(e)(1)  
OF THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934  

   

COGENT, INC.  
(Name of Subject Company (Issuer))  
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Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP  

One Liberty Plaza  
New York, New York 10006  

(212) 225-2000  
   

CALCULATION OF FILING FEE  
   

*                  A filing fee is not required in connection with this filing as it relates solely to preliminary communications made before the 
commencement of a tender offer.  

   
�             Check the box if any part of the fee is offset as provided by Rule 0-11(a)(2) and identify the filing with which the offsetting fee was 

previously paid. Identify the previous filing by registration statement number, or the form or schedule and the date of its filing.  
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This filing on Schedule TO relates to a planned tender offer by Ventura Acquisition Corporation (“Purchaser”), a Delaware 

corporation and an indirect, wholly-owned subsidiary of 3M Company, a Delaware corporation (the “Company”), to purchase all outstanding 
shares of Common Stock, par value $0.001 per share, of Cogent, Inc., a Delaware corporation (“Cogent”), to be commenced pursuant to an 
Agreement and Plan of Merger, dated as of August 29, 2010, by and among the Company, Purchaser and Cogent.  
   

Additional Information  
   
The planned tender offer described in this document and the exhibits hereto has not yet been commenced.  This document and the 

exhibits hereto are neither an offer to purchase nor a solicitation of an offer to sell shares of Cogent.  At the time the tender offer is 
commenced, the Company and Purchaser intend to file a Tender Offer Statement on Schedule TO containing an offer to purchase, forms of 
letters of transmittal and other documents relating to the tender offer and Cogent intends to file a Solicitation/Recommendation Statement on 
Schedule 14D-9 with respect to the tender offer.  The Company, Purchaser and Cogent intend to mail these documents to the stockholders of 
Cogent.  These documents will contain important information about the tender offer and stockholders of Cogent are urged to read them 
carefully when they become available. Stockholders of Cogent will be able to obtain a free copy of these documents (when they become 
available) and other documents filed by Cogent, the Company or Purchaser with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “Commission”) 
at the website maintained by the Commission at www.sec.gov.  In addition, stockholders will be able to obtain a free copy of these documents 
(when they become available) from the information agent named in the offer to purchase or from the Company.  

   
Forward-Looking Statements  
   
This document and the exhibits hereto contain forward-looking statements that involve risks, uncertainties and assumptions. If such 

risks or uncertainties materialize or such assumptions prove incorrect, the results of the Company and its consolidated subsidiaries could differ 
materially from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements and assumptions. All statements other than statements of 
historical fact are statements that could be deemed forward-looking statements, including statements about the expected terms of the proposed 
acquisition; the ability to complete the proposed transaction; the expected benefits and costs of the transaction; management plans relating to 
the transaction; the expected timing of the completion of the transaction; any statements of the plans, strategies and objectives of management 
for future operations, including the execution of integration plans; any statements of expectation or belief; and any statements of assumptions 
underlying any of the foregoing. Risks, uncertainties and assumptions include that the transaction may not be timely completed, if at all, upon 
favorable terms; the possibility that expected benefits may not materialize as expected; that, prior to the completion of the transaction, Cogent’s 
business may not perform as expected due to transaction-related uncertainty or other factors; that the Company is unable to successfully 
implement integration strategies; and other risks that are described in the Company’s and Cogent’s reports filed with the Commission, 
including but not limited to the risks described under “Risk Factors” in Part I, Item 1A of the Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year 
ended December 31, 2009 and in Part II, Item 1A in the Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q for the fiscal quarters ended March 31, 2010 and 
June 30, 2010.  The Company and Cogent assume no obligation and do not intend to update these forward-looking statements.  
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   3M Company Presentation for Morgan Stanley Global Industrials Conference, dated August 31, 2010  
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1 Morgan Stanley Industrials  
Conference, August 31, 2010  
August 31, 2010 © 3M 2010. 
All Rights Reserved. Patrick 
D. Campbel l Sr. Vice 
President and CFO Morgan  
Stanley  Industrials 
Conference, August 31, 2010  2 
Forward Look ing Statement 
This p resentat ion contains 
forward-looking in fo rmation 
about 3M’s financial results 
and  estimates and business 
prospects that invo lve 
substan tial risks and 
uncertain ties. You  can identify 
these statements by the use of 
words such as “ant icipate, ” 
“est imate, ” “expect,” 
“pro ject, ” “intend, ” “plan, ” 
“bel ieve, ” “will, ” “target, ” 
“forecast” and  other words and 
terms of similar meaning in 
connection with any discussion 
of fu ture operating or financial 
performance or business plans 
or prospects. Among the 
factors that could cause actual 
resul ts to differ material ly are 
the following: (1 ) worldwide 
economic and cap ital markets  
conditions; (2 ) the Company’s 
credit ratings and i ts cost of 
capital ; (3) competi tive 
conditions and customer 
preferences; (4) foreign 
currency exchange rates and 
fluctuations in those rates; (5) 
the timing and  accep tance of 
new product offerings; (6 ) the 
availab ility and cost of 
purchased components , 
compounds, raw materials and 
energy (including  oil and  
natural  gas and their 
derivat ives) due to  shortages, 
increased demand o r supply 
interruptions (including those 
caused by  natural and other 
disasters and o ther events); (7) 
the impact o f acquisitions, 
strategic alliances, divestitures, 
and  other unusual even ts 
resul ting from portfol io 
management act ions and other 
evo lving business strategies, 
and  poss ible organizational  
restructuring; (8) generating  
fewer productiv ity 
improvements than  estimated; 
and  (9 ) legal  proceedings, 
including significant 
developments  that could occur 
in the legal  and  regu latory 
proceedings described in the 
company’s Annual Report on  
Form 10-K fo r the year ended 
December 31, 2009 and i ts 
subsequent Quarterly  Reports  
on Form 10Q (the “Reports”). 
Changes in such assumptions 
or factors could produce 
signi ficant ly di fferen t results. 
A fu rther descrip tion of these 
factors is located in  the 
Reports under “Risk Factors” 
in Part  I, Item 1A (Annual 
Report) and in Part II, Item 1A 
(Quarterly Report). The 
information contained in this 
presentat ion is as of the date 
indicated. The company 
assumes no obligation  to 
update any forward -looking 
statements  contained in this 
presentat ion as a result  of new 
information or future events o r 
developments . © 3M 2010. All  
Rights Reserved.   



   
 

  

2 Morgan Stanley Industrials  
Conference, August 31, 2010  3 
Four Years Ago We Told You 
Our Strategic Intent Revi talize 
3M’s vaunted innovation 
machine and bring back the 
technological magic; drive the 
new product vi tality  index 
(NPVI) upwards NPVI was 
29% in 2009 vs. 21% in 2005  
targeting 40% Broaden and 
deepen our competit ive 
capabil ity by “manag ing the 
pyramid” Strategy added 
approximately  $250M of 
pro fi table sales in 2009  Begin  
to rebuild market share by 
mult iple growth act ions Share 
gains evident in most recent 
resul tsorganic volumes 
growing > 2X IPI through first 
six months of 2010  Fix chronic 
capaci ty issues and drive 
improved service levels  Most 
signi ficant issues resolvedhuge 
opportun ity remains yet in 
emerging markets, especially 
APAC Shorten supply chains 
and  untangle the US supply 
chain  “hairbal l” Addressed the 
majority  of our largest supply  
chains to -date, signi ficant 
upside remains Maintain 
operating margins and 
investment returns at p remium 
levels Delivered superio r OI 
marg in of 22%*  in 2009 and 
23% in H 1 2010 Lower the 
effective tax rate Currently  
est imating < 28%*  in 2010 vs. 
32%* in  2005 Supp lement 
growth .and innovation 
through acquisitions A veraged 
2.5% annual growth via 
acquisition for 2006-09; 
most ly tuck -ins, adding value 
© 3M 2010. All  Rights  
Reserved . move gradually, but 
permanent ly, to a higher 
growth regimen * Excludes 
special  items Morgan Stanley 
Industrials  Conference, August 
31, 2010 4 Our Safety,  
Security and Protection 
Services Business Has Been 
Act ive on the M&A Front © 
3M 2010. All  Rights  Reserved. 
Accelerating Growth and 
Profitabi lity in a Key Strategic 
Bus iness Pomp, 2006  – 
hearing  protect ion 
products/ technology  Aerion, 
2006 – gas detect ion solut ions 
SPSL , 2006 – secure print ing 
technology  fo r passports  and 
other high -value documents  
Ekahau , Oy, 2006 – access to 
new technology  E Wood 
Holdings, 2007 –  liquid pipe 
coatings, access to water 
infrastructure market Rochford 
Thompson, 2007 –  new 
authentication 
products/ technologies Aearo 
Techno logies,  2008 – hearing , 
eye and fall p ro tect ion 
solut ions Quest Technologies, 
2008 - monitoring equ ipment 
for noise, heat stress and 
vibration  Which has 
con tributed to outstanding 
performance in SSPS. From 
2006-09, sales have grown 
from $2.5B to $3.1B and OI 
marg ins* have expanded from 
21% to 24%. * Excludes 
special  items  



   
 

  

3 Morgan Stanley Industrials  
Conference, August 31, 2010  5 
We Recently Announced T wo 
Addit ional Deals in SSPS © 
3M 2010. All  Rights  Reserved. 
1. Attent i Holdings S.A. - 
Leading provider of remote 
personal electronic mon itoring 
solut ions for law en fo rcement 
and  eldercare industries ; sales 
in the Un ited States and 20  
other countries;  natural fit wi th 
3M’s exist ing track and trace 
solut ions business - Mult i -
bill ion dollar unaddressed 
market, growing  20%-plus - 
Purchase price o f $230M, cash  
transaction; ant icipating 
closing  in fourth  quarter - 2010 
sales of approximately $100M 
- Slightly accretive to  EPS in 
the first 12  months after 
closing , excluding  purchase 
accounting adjustments and 
ant icipated in tegrat ion costs, 
and  growing thereafter;  
slightly  dilu tive to  GAAP EPS 
over the same period Elder 
Care Alcohol Monitoring GPS 
Tracking  RF Monito ring 
Morgan Stanley Industrials 
Conference, August 31, 2010  6 
Recent SSPS Acqu isit ions, 
con t. © 3M 2010. All  Rights  
Reserved . 2. Cogent, Inc. 
(COGT) - Key provider of 
finger,  palm, face and i ris 
biometric systems for 
governments , law enfo rcement 
agencies and commercial  
enterprises - Participates in a 
$4.4 bi llion market, growing 
22% CA GR -Strengthens our 
posit ion in highsecuri ty 
credential issuance & 
authentication, law 
enforcement apps,  access 
con trol and o ther commercial  
app lications - Net purchase 
price of approximately $430M 
($943M paid less an est imated 
$513M cash  acquired); funded 
with existing cash; anticipating 
closing  in fourth  quarter - EPS 
accretive by $0.01 to $0.02 
cents  in the fi rs t 12 months 
fol lowing closing, exclud ing 
purchase accounting 
adjustments (largely deferred 
revenue and inven tory step  up) 
and  an ticipated integrat ion 
costs;  $0.09 to $0.10 cents 
dilut ive to  GAAP E PS over the 
same period - Firs t-year 
EBITDA is expected to be 
approximately  35% to  sales  



   
   

  

4 Morgan Stanley Industrials  
Conference, August 31, 2010  7 
Addit ional Information © 3M 
2010. Al l Rights Reserved. 
The tender o ffer for Cogent, 
Inc. (COGT) has not yet been 
commenced . This  
announcement and the 
descrip tion  contained herein is  
nei ther an  offer to purchase 
nor a solici tation  of an  offer to 
sel l shares of Cogent, Inc. At 
the time the tender offer is  
commenced , 3M and  its  
wholly-owned subs idiary, 
Ventura A cqu isit ion 
Corporation, intend to fi le a 
Tender Offer Statement on 
Schedule TO containing  an  
offer to purchase, forms of 
letters of transmittal  and other 
documents  relating to the 
tender o ffer and Cogen t, Inc. 
intends to file a 
Sol icitation/Recommendation 
Statement on Schedule 14D - 9 
with respect to  the tender 
offer. 3M, Ven tura Acquisi tion  
Corporation and Cogent, Inc. 
intend to mail  these documents 
to the s tockholders  of Cogent, 
Inc. These documents will 
con tain important information 
about the tender offer and  
stockholders  of Cogen t, Inc. 
are urged to read them 
careful ly when they become 
availab le. Stockholders o f 
Cogent, Inc.  will  be able to 
obtain a free copy of these 
documents  (when  they become 
availab le) and other documents 
fi led by Cogent, Inc., 3M or 
Ventura A cqu isit ion 
Corporation with the SEC at 
the website maintained by the 
SEC at www.sec.gov.  In  
add ition, stockholders wi ll be 
able to obtain a free copy of 
these documents (when they 
become availab le) from the 
information agen t named in the 
offer to purchase or from 3M. 
Morgan Stanley Industrials 
Conference, August 31, 2010  
© 3M 2010. All  Rights  
Reserved .  
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FINAL TRANSCRIPT 

   
Aug 31, 2010 / 01:45PM  GMT, MMM - 3M Company at Morgan Stanley Global Industrials Conference  
   
CORPORATE PARTICIPANTS  
   
Pat Campbell  
3M Company - SVP, CFO  
   
Matt Ginter  
3M Company - IR  
   
CONFERENCE CALL PARTICIPANTS  
   
Scott Davis  
Morgan Stanley - Analyst  
   
PRESENTATION  
   
Scott Davis - Morgan Stanley - Analyst  
   
Well, we are on to 3M next with Pat Campbell, who is Chief Financial Officer and Senior Vice President; and Matt Ginter, who heads up the 
Investor Relations effort.  
   
3M has been very busy lately announcing a couple of interesting acquisitions. I think there is one that just hit the paper about five minutes ago. 
So you’ve been busy, and maybe you can tell us a little bit about that.  
   
But I think what Pat plans to do is give a little bit of an overview, talk about some of the transactions, including the one announced today, and 
then if you can, and Cogent obviously, yesterday -- a bit of a quick overview on what’s going on at 3M and then we’ll utilize our normal Q&A 
structure.  
   
Let me just read the disclosures one last time. And, again, just to get straight to the point here, all of our disclosures are on the public website, 
the MorganStanley.com/researchdisclosures. In the back of our research you will find our disclosures are at the registration desk. With that, 
Pat?  
   
Pat Campbell - 3M Company - SVP, CFO  
   
Thanks, Scott. Because of the two announcements, one yesterday and the one we did this morning -- and it’s purely coincidental that it hit on 
top of your meeting, Scott.  
   
Scott Davis - Morgan Stanley - Analyst  
   
Sure.  
   
Pat Campbell - 3M Company - SVP, CFO  
   
You would like to think that is probably more that way. But for those of you that are on the webcast, you can access these documents through 
our website, 3M.com, our IR website, and pull up the material. We passed out in the room here just a few handouts to kind of better describe 
what has been going on because of the flow of activity we’ve had here.  
   
So if you could, obviously chart two is our forward-looking statements. I’m not going to go through that in a lot of detail. But start with chart 3 
here, which really talks about where we are headed.  
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These two deals do fit into our longer-term game plan here. But if I would remind you that what our strategic intent is, and that is to move to a 
higher growth company. And if I was to kind of jump ahead a little bit, I think our fundamentally higher growth potential in the Company is 
not necessarily adequately reflected in our stock price. And it’s something that, obviously, we are working hard to prove that we are a faster 
growing Company, and working on that in a number of dimensions.  
   
If you look at the first one, we are revitalizing our innovation machine. We use a new product vitality index called NPVI. That’s up to 29% in 
2009, 21% in 2005. We are targeting 39%, 40% over a five-year period, growing about 2 points a year, and we are on track of achieving that 
here in 2010.  
   
We are broadening and deepening our competitive capability by managing the entire pyramid, going after market adjacencies and the like, 
added about $250 million of sales in 2009. We are beginning to rebuild our marketshare through many growth actions within inside the 
Company.  
   
You saw that in the first part of this year. We are growing at about 2 times IPI through the first six months. We are working on some chronic 
capacity issues; and of course, as you work on those capacity issues and continue to grow the business, you develop new issues that you have to 
keep working, but we continue to work through those.  
   
We are shortening our supply chains and untangling what we call our hairball that we have in the US. We’ve addressed most of these, but we 
still obviously have some work to do.  
   
But importantly, we have also been able to maintain operating margins and our premium returns. We have delivered superior income margins 
of 22% in 2009, 23% in the first half of the year, ROIC at very similar numbers.  
   
We have lowered our tax rate, which is part of our strategy. We’re currently estimating less than a 28% rate this year. Our goal is 28.5% over a 
five-year period, so we are there. Structurally, we are still a little bit higher than that; we have some more work to bring our structural rate 
down.  
   
But importantly, the last point here, we want to supplement our growth through innovation. So our organic growth rate goal is 7% to 8%. But 
we also want to get access to some higher growth markets through acquisitions, and we’ve been running about 2.5 points of annual growth 
through acquisitions.  
   
So that leads to the two acquisitions that we announced both yesterday and today. So if you go to chart four, this really talks -- and both of 
these acquisitions were in our safety/security/protection business, which is a $3 billion business segment for us.  
   
But this business has been active really since 2006. You can see two, four, six, eight deals here, and these have all been quite successful. You 
see that from 2006 to 2009 the sales in this business have gone from $2.5 billion to $3.1 billion, even with the recession built in there. And the 
margins have expanded from 21% to 24%.  
   
We don’t really report the -- I call it the results of acquisitions, per se. But if you look at the overlying performance of the business, you’ll see 
that the business has continued to grow and been much more profitable at the same time.  
   
So let’s just go to the two deals -- page 5. This is the one that was announced this morning. So you can see -- or Scott here has not had much 
chance to digest this because he’s been busy, I know. Right?  
   
Basically, it’s Attenti Holdings; it’s an Israeli-based company. They are the leading provider of remote personal electronic monitoring solutions 
for law enforcement and eldercare industries. Sales in the US and 20 other countries, heavily a US business at this point in time; that fits into 
our profile where we’ve got a lot of international capability to expand this.  
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It is a multibillion dollar unaddressed market growing at 20% plus. Purchase price is $230 million, an all-cash transaction, anticipating closure 
here in the fourth quarter. Sales this year are approximately $100 million. EBITDA is probably in the 35% or so range.  
   
It will be a slightly accretive transaction to EPS in the first 12 months; after closing, slightly dilutive including on a GAAP basis. But $100 
million won’t have a significant impact.  
   
But strategically very, very important within our track and trace business unit. Think of this as being -- the solutions, if you think of people that 
have remote monitoring devices, be it from people on parole, sex offenders.  
   
If you look at the overcapacity in prisons today, the cost of maintaining people incarcerated versus home. You look at the need in eldercare so 
so forth, this is a very nice market segment for us. It gives us both RF capability, RFID capability for external outside applications, as well as 
GPS capability. Augment that to the strong business that we have primarily around library systems, tracking books, tracking files today in our 
track and trace business unit, so a nice complementary acquisition, a strategic move for our safety business.  
   
If you go to chart 6, this is the one that we announced yesterday, which is Cogent, a little bit larger deal. Cogent is a key provider of finger, 
palm, face and iris biometric systems for governments, law enforcement agencies and commercial enterprises. It’s about a $4 billion 
marketplace. We are growing at about 22%.  
   
So you see that both these acquisitions are in market spaces that are 20% growth businesses, which is part of our aspiration when we look at 
new acquisition candidates here.  
   
It does strengthen our position in high-security credential issuance and authentication, which is kind of the business we’re in today -- law 
enforcement apps, access control and other commercial applications.  
   
Net purchase price of approximately $430 million. It is kind of an unusual transaction because there’s $443 million is the total value, but they 
have $513 million in cash. So when you net that all down, it’s about $430 million on a net basis, funded with existing cash. We anticipate 
closing in the fourth quarter.  
   
There will be a tendering process that goes on here that will be launched in about 10 days -- 10 business days. And then there’s about 20 days 
after that that it takes for the tendering process. So that’s why we say fourth quarter anticipated close.  
   
EPS is accretive of $0.01 to $0.02 in the first 12 months, which of course excludes purchase accounting adjustments. Including the integration 
costs and the purchase accounting adjustments, it will be $0.09 to $0.10 dilutive. And the reason it’s so dilutive is primarily around the deferred 
revenues.  
   
Within purchase accounting, effectively we end up capitalizing the deferred revenue. We are not able to record that deferred revenue once we 
take over the company, so in the near-term, effectively there’s a relatively big hit in the short term for that. So you really have to think of this 
much more from an ongoing cash flow piece of the business.  
   
The first year EBITDA is expected to be about 35% to sales after you take out the one-times.  
   
Chart 7 basically gives you the disclosure around the tender offer. I’m not going to go into all the details here, but in that Cogent is a public 
company, we will be going through a tender process with Cogent to secure the shares of the company. So please read chart 7, as far as your 
information relative to the tender offer.  
   
So with that, Scott, that’s what’s going on. We are kind of keeping busy. The underlying business is performing very well, as I guess the first 
half results reflected.  
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Scott Davis - Morgan Stanley - Analyst  
   
Let me try to hit in on, since 3M is such a big company and there’s a big audience here, that the key issues that I’m getting phone calls on right 
now -- and I could break them down into a couple of different categories.  
   
One is the fact that there is a large debate around your growth rate and whether we’ve just seen an inventory restock and that has pumped up 
your growth rate, and whether it’s sustainable or not.  
   
Another issue is about the sustainability of margins. Again, I think you’ve done a great job in the past of illustrating why you think it is 
sustainable, but I do think it’s worth addressing.  
   
And more specifically, there’s a lot of chatter lately about the LCD -- I will remind you of these questions -- but the LCD TV market really 
having some challenges. And I was lucky enough to have dinner with Pat and Matt last night, and we addressed these issues. But I think, for 
the greater audience, it makes sense to start on that. So if you can start on growth and then move our way down?  
   
Pat Campbell - 3M Company - SVP, CFO  
   
Sure. If you look at our first-half growth rate, we’ve been running about 2 times IPI. You can try to parcel the growth rate out in a number of 
different ways. There surely has not been restocking. As much as we’ve tried to come up with a restocking estimate, the realistic assumption 
for the first half of the year is at best 1 point or 2 of restocking help.  
   
So it’s very clear to us that what we’ve got going on is our new product introductions have led to additional growth for us. There’s no doubt 
that during the recessionary period we were able to capture some key contracts with a number of our customers that are starting to play out here 
as the economy returned here in [2010].  
   
And also if you look at the growth in the emerging markets, where we are very strong, has been very helpful. And if you look at the makeup of 
where the growth has gone, a lot of the growth has been in a couple industries, electronics and auto, where we do have a significant presence, 
and those parts of the economy have grown faster than the rest in the early part of the year.  
   
So we think the growth is real. We are still holding to our 7% to 8% kind of organic potential. If you look at the first half of the year you would 
probably say that number is low, but that’s our best read at this point in time as to what the growth rate should be.  
   
So we feel very good about the strategy that we have in place, the multipronged strategy around new products, emerging markets, managing the 
broader markets pyramid the way we look at it, becoming more aggressive in certain product categories. All those are enabling us to a higher 
growth.  
   
And then if we can bolt-on some of these acquisitions that are participating in higher-growth market segments over time, obviously, that will 
help contribute to the higher growth rate long-term.  
   
Margins -- this is a question, of course, we get all the time as to are the margins sustainable. I guess I don’t know how else to prove it other 
than keep doing it. Even with our strategy to expand our product offerings in broader market opportunities, we have shown that we are able to 
maintain the margin structure that we have.  
   
It’s important to think about, I guess, a couple things. One is the incrementals in our business, if we run the business right, are probably 35% to 
40% incremental margins, which gives us a lot of flexibility of deciding, then, how much money we really want to deploy back into either 
taking margins up or effectively expanding the top line.  
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Our judgment right now is that with margins the way they are, we’ve got the luxury of actually taking excess margin potential and investing 
that back into more topline growth. So if we can get the topline to grow faster and keep our margins at this 23%, or 22%, 23% range and the 
returns we have, we are far better off for the enterprise and shareholders to really be investing in more topline growth potential. So that’s the 
trade-off that we are making today.  
   
There still are very significant float activity opportunities that we have inside the Company. If we can manage our overhead structure the way 
we should as the business grows, that gives us margin enhancement. Our supply chains continue -- can be more competitive. All those things 
continue to give us more margin potential inside the business. It’s just a matter of the choices that we wind up having to make relative to how 
much do we deploy back into more growth.  
   
Then your last one, I think, was on the LCD kind of electronics type market. We obviously participate in the electronics, consumer electronics 
business as a supplier. And the first half of the year was -- we saw really good growth in the electronics. There has been reports out there of 
maybe some slowdown by some of the OEMs. Thus far, our business has held up reasonably strong. And I think part of that is because we also 
happen to be playing in, I think, in some of the higher-growth segments that are in the consumer electronics piece of it.  
   
We are heavy applications in smart phones, smart devices. And on the TV side, within the LCD space is we happen to be a critical supplier to 
the LED side of the TV market -- that is the fastest growing piece of the flat-panel market. I think LEDs were about 15% going into the year; 
they will probably exit about 30% marketshare.  
   
So within the TV segment there continues to be very strong growth in the LED side, which our film products are still a very, very viable piece 
of that supply base. That doesn’t say we are not going to be immune, okay, to some sort of disruption. What I’m hoping happens is that any 
kind of excess that kind of gets built in the system gets taken care of quite rapidly, so we don’t have these big inventory builds and then, 
obviously, you have to go through the significant reduction or correction process. So hopefully we are on more of an immediate correction 
path. But thus far, we’ve been able to hold in there quite well.  
   
Scott Davis - Morgan Stanley - Analyst  
   
I want to open it up to the audience in one second, so queue up your questions, please. But it has been a while since we’ve talked about the 
supply chain issue. And I think when George came on board he thought it was a seven-year or so work-out. If you had to put it in maybe terms 
of what inning we are in, where are we in that, and what kind of an opportunity, is there any way to quantify it -- again, trying to help untangle 
the whole issue of what’s permanent with margins and what isn’t?  
   
Pat Campbell - 3M Company - SVP, CFO  
   
There is -- I guess I think of it, Scott, there is at least probably two elements of this. One is dismantling part of the complex supply chains that 
we had primarily embedded in our US piece of the business, because our US factories effectively were -- our US manufacturing content is still 
disproportionate to what our US sales value is. So that’s really where the bulk of our supply chains historically have been.  
   
And effectively, the way we are working on this is we are taking the top 10, we are solving those, working on the next 10 and so forth, 
simplifying those supply chains down from multiple plants into no more than two or three facilities touching a product before it goes to our 
customers. So that process, I would say we’re probably about halfway through -- halfway through.  
   
There is another piece of that that also gets to, let’s get our supply chains closer to where the growth is. With the recession of 2009, I would say 
that it’s fair to say that we probably took a year off of some of those builds. But 2010 we’ve put that back in full steam ahead, and then we’ll 
see as part of our CapEx plans for 2011 and forward, we’ll see even more of that.  
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So we will continue to move more and more of our supply chain capability closer to where the market growth will be, which will be in a lot of 
the emerging markets. We still can’t build factories fast enough in places like China to keep up with our internal growth there, so we continue 
to be behind in some of those.  
   
We’ve put a new facility in Singapore. That is fully utilized right now. We are now going to be doubling the size of that facility here. So we are 
continuing to build out a lot of our emerging market growth potential.  
   
Scott Davis - Morgan Stanley - Analyst  
   
Okay, let’s open it up to the audience, please.  
   
QUESTION AND ANSWER  
   
Unidentified Audience Member  
   
Just as a follow-on to the last comment you made about where you are putting your supply chain in terms of moving it out to growth. To what 
degree is that a regionalization strategy versus an export out of low-cost market strategy?  
   
Pat Campbell - 3M Company - SVP, CFO  
   
Our strategy is pretty much a localization strategy. It’s not an export-driven growth strategy. We are not trying to -- first of all, a lot of our 
products are not heavy labor content products, where effectively you are trying to chase labor rates around the world to just try to capture a low 
labor rate. Our products are much more of a high-tech manufacturing environment where a skilled workforce is probably more important than 
just availability of low-cost labor. So that is more of our thought process.  
   
But the important part for our supply chains is to get closer to where our customer base is, to be more responsive, reduce our inventories, bring 
our tax rate down to some degree. But in that process you become more productive and end up actually developing products that are actually 
even more suited for the local environment when you get supply chains that are more localized. So that really is the strategy.  
   
China, as an example today, as we are still a heavy importer into China. We continue to win awards from the Chinese government about being 
an importer of the year type thing. It’s just a matter of how quickly we, in China, build out the level of capability.  
   
Scott Davis - Morgan Stanley - Analyst  
   
Next question, please? Okay, well, look, I’ll continue to ask if people don’t ask, because that’s fine.  
   
Pat Campbell - 3M Company - SVP, CFO  
   
You always have questions.  
   
Scott Davis - Morgan Stanley - Analyst  
   
I do. On the topic of China, I think it would surprise a lot of people in the audience that you are actually not as large in China as may be 
perceived; in fact, you are probably -- I would imagine you are not much larger in China then you really are in Brazil (multiple speakers) 
modestly.  
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Pat Campbell - 3M Company - SVP, CFO  
   
Well, I mean, relative to -- you’re talking about relative to size of the country?  
   
Scott Davis - Morgan Stanley - Analyst  
   
Just total revenues. Yes, well, yes, well, relative to the size of the country.  
   
Pat Campbell - 3M Company - SVP, CFO  
   
China is still quite a bit larger than Brazil is, but from my perspective China is about a $1.5 billion business, give or take. But the reality is, 
from my perspective, it ought to be a $2.5 billion to $3 billion business today. And part of that is our wanting to, and need to, manage our 
business in a controlled growth world.  
   
Operating in a place like China, you’ve got to educate, train your workforce the way you want business to operate in those economies. So it 
takes a while to build up that capability.  
   
And we’ve been a little bit slower on both putting the product development capability in China. We’ve got a very good leader now, a Chinese 
leader that has spent many years in the US understanding our technology, who has now been put back in the China organization to run the 
China labs, as well as our entire Asian lab structure right now.  
   
And then, as we build our manufacturing capability, I think that growth rate will come back into China closer to where we ought to be.  
   
Unidentified Audience Member  
   
I am just wondering, if we looked at the old 3M and look at the new one with significant focus on localization of R&D centers, in effect, the 
question would be, what would 3M’s growth rate be today, in fact, if you didn’t have this localization?  
   
So in a sense, trying to sort of prove that the 7% to 8% growth really is indication of a difference in strategy and approach; in effect, back at 
out, if you would.  
   
Pat Campbell - 3M Company - SVP, CFO  
   
Well, it is a good question. I’m not so sure I can give you the precise answer to that. But our historical growth rate has been -- organically, it’s 
been about 4%, depending upon what period of time you want to look at, but at least our recent experience. As we’ve done our planning and we 
look at our capability, we do think that our long-term potential is more to 7% to 8%.  
   
A part of that is this localization strategy around building more and more capability, but I would have a hard time dissecting it precisely as to 
how much has it contributed. But it’s very clear that to be competitive in the emergent world, we are going to have to have products that are 
more suited for some lower price points in the market.  
   
Having this local capability is, one, closer to the customer; two, is they are e able to develop products that are more in tune to generally 
speaking lower price points over time.  
   
So we actually have a marvelous situation where we’ve got a technical capability in the developed part of the world that can focus on material 
science and really highly unique customer solutions at the top end of the market, and an emerging capability on a broad base in many parts of 
the globe. So we put in labs and customer centers in all of our large, large countries right now.  
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And I would say that we are just starting to see some of the early benefits of some of that capability. So I don’t think we’ve fully tapped that 
potential at all.  
   
So that’s what does us the confidence that the 7% to 8% organic rate is a real rate on a going forward basis, coming off of a 4% historical. 
Now, we are running above that today. Now it’s -- let’s face it; it’s going to take a while to work out how much is economy driven and so forth 
relative to our current performance, but we feel very good about our potential right now.  
   
Scott Davis - Morgan Stanley - Analyst  
   
And one of the things that’s -- I’ve tracked your Company for about 15 years -- and one of the things that has really changed, and I think it’s 
tough to conceptualize, is that R&D spend has been highly focused on a few major blockbuster products -- big pharmaceutical spend away 
from a lot of the core 3M products. And over the last several years this seems to have changed fairly dramatically, and you have a reintegration 
of products in pretty boring categories.  
   
Can you talk about the transition? And what -- and how much did that play into your enhanced growth rate, how much does that play into being 
able to hold margins in some of your older businesses, that type of thing?  
   
Pat Campbell - 3M Company - SVP, CFO  
   
We like boring, profitable businesses. No, you know, seriously, we even think of abrasives as being a highly sexy category. But I think, to your 
point, we kind of talked about this a little bit at dinner last night, that if -- and I almost have to tell you a little bit of a longevity story here.  
   
But I joined the Company in 2002. The strategy of the Company at that point in time was, as you pointed out, was a little bit more of a narrow 
focused growth strategy that we are counting on a handful of divisions, like pharmaceuticals, to effectively drive the growth rate of the 
Company, and a number of other businesses that were put in the category of cash cows. Right? So effectively, your role was to generate cash. 
You didn’t have to really grow much.  
   
But what that drove, effectively, was a stalling of the innovation capability across the Company, and actually stopped inventing in a number of 
key categories, like tapes and abrasives, and even some of the adhesives categories, just because effectively the expectation of this businesses 
were, hey, you are growing at what the market is. But the reality is you still had to innovate, but you didn’t have to really push yourself.  
   
Then, when we came to grips with having to sell pharmaceuticals of our business, and then we looked at our optical film business, realizing 
that it was going to have some cyclicality to it. Telecommunications had kind of busted at that point in time. And at the same time, we had 
taken the profitability of the enterprise up from about 17% to 22%, 23%.  
   
What we encountered in the mid-2000’s was a portfolio of businesses that really now had the characteristics of being all good investment 
options. So I take abrasives as an illustration. Abrasives were a lower margin, lower return business that basically through productivity, Six 
Sigma, lean work effectively had become 20% margin businesses. And then they were very worthwhile to invest in new inventions.  
   
The same things was true in the adhesives category, where adhesives fundamentally cut across the entire Company, probably accounts for 
about one-half of our businesses. So we had to go back and innovate and invent also in an area like the adhesives capability, which then led to 
things for the electronics industry and the like.  
   
So what we have been able to do is our innovation is now much broader across the Company. We have about 35 operating divisions inside the 
Company, and almost all of them you can now find good innovation capability in. So when we look at our  
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innovation potential and our innovative new products going up, it’s very broad-based. So many of our industrial businesses are now -- have 
[reinvestments].  
   
Back a number of years ago, effectively, the abrasives business, which is the legacy business of the Company, people were saying, well, what 
can be new?  
   
Well, George kind of presented last December was a brand-new material that we’ve invented for that space, which effectively has almost 
reinvented what the potential for abrasive type products can be. So we have those growing really across the Company.  
   
And with George coming in in 2005 as being kind of a technical mind and a good business leader, he has really reinjuvenated the technical 
organization around the thought that, effectively, they are key to the long-term success of the enterprise around developing new products.  
   
Everything they need to do is really around developing new products and replacement products for the categories that we are already leaders in. 
So if you did a morale type survey within the technical community today, I think they would feel far more energized today than, at least, they 
ever have during my career at the Company.  
   
Scott Davis - Morgan Stanley - Analyst  
   
One of the things that has changed again on 3M is that you’ve seen -- announced a couple of interesting acquisitions the last couple of days. 
George, I think just a couple weeks ago at some sort of an outing, mentioned that you are looking at upwards to $2 billion of M&A in 2011.  
   
Historically, 3M hasn’t been a big acquirer of business. It’s very hard to find businesses, high-margin, high-return, high-value-added 
component that you’re looking for that are not extremely expensive.  
   
What has changed? Since you are the CFO, what is changed in your M&A process that gives you confidence that you can find acquisitions that 
provide very good returns without falling into maybe some of the traps that occurred before your time and such, where some of the deals were 
pretty expensive?  
   
Pat Campbell - 3M Company - SVP, CFO  
   
And some could be during my time, I guess (multiple speakers)  
   
Scott Davis - Morgan Stanley - Analyst  
   
Yes, I was being polite.  
   
Pat Campbell - 3M Company - SVP, CFO  
   
I know you were. But I’ll admit it, if you want to say that. Now, I may disagree, okay, as to -- because if I was to value the same companies 
today, like CUNO, okay, I think it would a very valuable enterprise in the filtration space.  
   
But anyways, to kind of get at your question, a lot of it starts with fundamentally the strategic direction of where you want your businesses to 
go. And I would say that we, by broadening our view as to which businesses we want to grow in what kind of way, as compared to this narrow 
view versus a much broader view, we have identified, I guess, far more acquisition type potentials in a number of our businesses to strengthen 
some of our businesses that you probably wouldn’t necessarily put them into the franchise category yet.  
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We think that, with the acquisition of Cogent, that could make this security business really a franchise for the Company going forward. And 
with the business that we now have in track and trace, you are trying to build the capability to really be a very meaningful business in that 
space, which broadens the capability of the Company.  
   
Now, part of the challenge is with our return profile and our margin profile, trying to find very good companies that have good margins and 
good potential that we can add more value to obviously requires a fair amount of picking and choosing.  
   
So I think it’s fair to say that we’ve gone through some learning process within our divisions on looking at acquisitions, in some cases maybe 
stubbing a toe on one here and there, that we’ve gone through a lot of learning. And now, just because you see the ones that we announce, you 
don’t see all the ones that we kind of reject along the path that don’t necessarily fit the profile that we are after.  
   
So it does require a lot of patience. It requires a lot of shopping. It also requires a lot of groundwork by our businesses and our subsidiaries to 
identify who these candidates are. And it is a little bit like trying to find a needle in a haystack, okay, trying to find who these right kind of 
companies are.  
   
So it does take a fair amount of work, and it takes a fair amount of courting at times as to relationship building and the like until eventually you 
get to the altar and close the deal. It’s also what makes it difficult to accurately forecast the precise timing on wnen some of these will hit.  
   
Matt Ginter - 3M Company - IR  
   
The fact that we had (multiple speakers) last several years, too, we’ve given a lot more strategic responsibility to our overseas subsidiaries in 
terms of defining their own market, determining their own destiny, in addition to working with the leadership from St. Paul. And that has 
obviously built a nice pipeline of deals outside the United States and, I think, has created a lot more idea flow, anyway. So if I compare to 10 
years ago, I think that has been a pretty dramatic change as well.  
   
Scott Davis - Morgan Stanley - Analyst  
   
I think we have time for one more question, and I will take that if there is nobody in the audience. In the whole context of this rejuvenated 
M&A, you’ve also been fairly aggressive with share buybacks and pay a very attractive dividend --  
   
Pat Campbell - 3M Company - SVP, CFO  
   
It sounds like a great company, doesn’t it? A high dividend, (multiple speakers).  
   
Scott Davis - Morgan Stanley - Analyst  
   
[It doesn’t] stop. I will just put it that way.  
   
Has anything changed the way you think about your balance sheet? You have one of the healthiest balance sheets in the space. I mean, 
obviously, you have a modest pension funding issue, but everybody in this space has that, and that’s more of a [SEC] issue than a 3M issue. 
But all of these opportunities, and then you throw on top of the fact that the market certainly doesn’t appear to appreciate that 3M exchange. I 
mean, you trade at the same multiple now as you did when your growth rate was 3% or 4%. So the market hasn’t caught up to this yet.  
   
How do you think about the balance sheet? There’s opportunities maybe to buy back stock and do deals. But if you do a whole heck of a lot 
more, you could lose your AA, so how do you think about that?  
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Pat Campbell - 3M Company - SVP, CFO  
   
Well, it’s a high-class situation that we continue to work at. The cash flow generation of the Company is so great that it gives us a lot of great 
alternatives to work at.  
   
But first and foremost, we really try to focus on where we think we really create the most significant shareholder value. The way we think of it 
is, how do we get this business to grow at higher rates, while maintaining the kind of return structure that we have? That is our first and 
foremost thought relative to how we want to deploy the balance sheet, which leads you towards how we keep the growth engine going, which 
may entail maybe a few more acquisitions than we’ve historically done.  
   
And then repurchase really ends up being more of an opportunistic view as to when our share price offers us value that we may go to the 
market. We think that our dividend is very stable. We’ve got a long history of what our trend is there, and we will continue to do that. But it’s 
really about how do we get and create more value is really what we are focused on.  
   
Scott Davis - Morgan Stanley - Analyst  
   
That’s great. Thank you, Pat. Thank you for your questions, everybody.  
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